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MyHealthily Announces Ancillary Options with Beam Benefits
[ENGLEWOOD, NJ, October 10, 2022] — MyHealthily Insurance Solutions announces
the release of ancillary benefits through a partnership with Beam Benefits for dental and
vision.
“We are excited to work with Beam Benefits who understand the downfalls of
many coverage options, and works to reduces employer expenses, while still
giving employees the strong benefits plans they need.”
-Michael Malhame, CEO of MyHealthily
This release further rounds out MyHealthily’s ever-growing offerings of 135+ carriers
throughout the entire United States. Products included in the launch of Beam Benefits
on the MyHealthily platform include dental and vision ancillary options. Each of these
plans is offered to all employers during their shopping experience with their broker.
“The MyHealthily platform easily incorporates into the sales process. The
efficiency is amazing, with a variety of plans, pricing, and options at your
fingertips.”
-Tom Rogers, FB Insure
Brokers who utilize the MyHealthily platform not only save time, and paperwork, they
can offer hundreds of thousands of plan options in seconds. This release further
expands those offerings and provides brokers with the opportunity to increase their
personal revenue, while being on the forefront of health insurance technologies.
###
For brokers and agents who seek to provide small group benefits, MyHeathily
Insurance Solutions, LLC, is the customer-centric, Association-approved platform. Our
proprietary platform provides agencies differentiation through plan options,
streamlined software and profitability. Currently partnered with 40+ associations
across the United States, MyHealthily is solving the biggest pain points for small
businesses and the agents that serve them.
Website: https://myhealthily.com/
Learn more about this specific release: https://myhealthily.com/release-notes/

Beam Benefits is a digitally native employee benefits company that offers dental, vision,
life, disability, and supplemental health coverage for employers of all sizes. The
company simplifies and modernizes the $100+ billion ancillary benefits industry
through its intuitive online platform, self-service tools, AI-powered underwriting, and
thoughtful coverage for improved overall wellness. Its Beam Perks™ program* offers
incentives to members and rewards them for healthy behaviors. Beam has raised over
$160 million in funding and is available in 44 states across the U.S. Learn more at
beambenefits.com.

